After reading DIBS out loud, try these writing/discussion activities with your
students:
1. If you could call dibs on ANYTHING, the way Clancy does, what would you call
dibs on? Why?
2. Julian gets frustrated when Clancy doesn’t follow the “rules” of Dibs. Even though
these rules are not written down, most kids know you can call dibs on the biggest
cookie but not on a whole bakery. You can call dibs on sitting in the window seat in
an airplane, but you can’t call dibs on a whole airplane. Think about rules in your
life. What rules at home or school do you wish you could break? What rules do you
wish other people followed? Do you have a sibling, cousin, or friend who breaks
rules? How do you feel about that when it happens?
3. Some kids who read the book DIBS already know the expression “calling dibs,”
and some kids have never heard the expression before. Make a list of expressions
that you know. Which of these expressions do you actually use when you talk to
your friends?
4. Look at your list of expressions that you know from #3. Can you imagine how a
kid could take one of those expressions too far, the way Clancy takes dibs too far in
the book DIBS? How could you turn that into a story? For example, think about the
expression “An apple a day keeps the doctor away.” What if a kid decided that she
would eat ten apples—or a hundred apples—or a thousand apples—every day so
that she would never, ever get sick? And then she ate so many apples that it actually
made her sick! Or maybe she turned into an apple and then her grandma wanted to
turn her into apple pie! Take one of the expressions from your list and write a story
in which a kid takes the expression too far.

